HELGI launches the new NT Monitor series for Digital Signage
HELGI-Europe is pleased to announce the exclusive distribution of the new line of Smart Digital
Signage Monitors: the NT series, available in 55 “, 65”, 75 “and 86” formats both for corporate and
Digital Signage.
The NT Monitors are characterized by a high brightness, 4K resolution, screen with anti-reflective
treatment, integrated Android 8.0 which makes the monitor “Smart”: they were created to meet
the latest digital signage, presentation and collaboration needs.
The NT HELGI series has all the features that allow the user to improve the quality of video
communication with UHD resolution, 6000: 1 contrast, 500 cd / m² brightness that ensure
professional visibility in many application and environmental contexts, moreover the screen
anti-glare treatment improves visual quality by avoiding annoying reflections. The usage of the
monitor 18 hours a week (18/7) is a guarantee of product reliability and efficiency.
The ultra-thin frame of the monitors returns a modern design and eliminates unnecessary visual
elements by directing all the attention of the public to the content displayed.
Android 8.0 is integrated into all models in order to ensure easy access to your favorite Android
applications, as well as manage the content shown throught software for Digital Signage and for
the collaboration that are simple, free, pre-installed and with not expiring license.
The HELGI NT series is also equipped with Chimpa RDM (Remote Display Management): an
exclusive software that allows to remotely manage and monitor all the operational and diagnostic
functions of the monitor; more over: thanks to the ScreenShare Pro License, included and free
of charge, it is possible to perform bidirectional mirroring in split-screen mode, so that everyone
can stream their content instantly with ease.
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“The technical and construction features of the HELGI NT Monitors
Series make it a forerunner of the category between the monitors for
Digital Signage: the extraordinary visibility and high performance
return unprecedent image quality. The Integration with Android 8.0,
the professional applications for Digital Signage, the bi-directional
mirroring, Chimpa RDM for remote assistance and the multiple
Android apps available, make digital communication affordable for
everyone. “
These are the words of Gianluigi Cravedi, CEO of Ligra DS.

HELGI

HELGI is a brand distributed by Ligra DS, which stands for innovative solutions for the ProAV,
Corporate and Educational market. With 40 years of experience and constant and significant
growth in the sectors, the brand decided to focus more intensively on international markets,
with a careful selection of solutions that enable its partners to face the challenges of fast growing
consumer goods market. HELGI was therefore created to ensure the most suitable solutions,
both tailor-made and selected from the best available on the market, always bearing in mind
that innovation has to be accessible, both from the economical and the usability point of view.
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